Outside Looking In
By V. Michael Bove

I YAW, JULIE, I STILL CAN'T MANAGE TO LIVE WITH A BUNCH OF FROKETHEMS FROM IAT!

LOOK, CAUSE ONE OF THE FROKETHEMS IS MY BROTHER, AND YOU'D BETTER BE ON YOUR GUARD AROUND LEDA - NOT ONLY IS SHE INSULATED BY YOUR COMMENTS, BUT SHE'S A WITCH, AND APPARENTLY YOU INVESTED CATHY HUTHER WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR ONE OF HER ANTECEDENTS BEING MURDERED!

A WITCH? A REAL LIVE WITCH? A REAL-WORLD WITCH? YOU CANT GO ON LIVING WITH A WITCH - I PROMISE YOU, MORE OUT NOW IN FACT, THAN THAT YOU WERE IN WITH ME!

I THINK YOU'VE JUST MADE YOUR LAST FRIEND IN THIS TOWN, ACUCHE, I DON'T THINK YOU'VE EVER MET LEDA!

WHAT I SEE IS THAT SOMETHING MIGHT BE NEW WITH YOUR FAMILY IN THE LAST THREE HUNDRED YEARS!

TiM Beaver
By Kevin Burns

LIGHT IS WAVES!
LIGHT IS PARTICLES!
STOP FIGHTING AND EXPLAIN WHY!

BECAUSE WAVES ARE LESS FILLING!
BECAUSE PARTICLES TASTE GREAT!
LIGHT WAVES
BEER PARTICLES!

EVERYTHING I ALWAYS WANTED IN A THEORY...
AND LESS.

Mac
By Mark Day

ORDER! COMRADE GRAY, WHY HAVE YOU ASKED FOR THIS EMERGENCY MEETING?

COMRADE SMYRNA, OUR CONSPIRACY HAS BEEN DISCOVERED, ACURACY IN ACADEMIC PLANS TO MONITOR OUR MARXIST PROPAGANDA AND EXPOSE US!

FURTHER, WE BELIEVE THAT THEY HIRE POWERFUL ALLIES WHO MAY USE VIOLENCE AGAINST US!

THE CIA?

WORSE - THE N.R.A.!
LOOK AT THESE BUMPER STICKERS...
DEFEND YOUR RIGHT TO KILL COMMIE PROFS?

The Less Impressive Works of M. C. Escher
As recently uncovered by Julio Friedmann and Brad Sagarin

Metamorphosis Zero
Still Life with Potatohead and Reflecting Lightbulb
Regular Division of a Plane using Smiley and Frownie Blockheads